For a point in the spectrum of a uniform Fréchet algebra, several types of accessibility are defined. The relationship between accessible points and peak points is studied as is the relationship of local accessibility to global accessibility.
Definition 3. The point x0 is completely accessible iff there are a function / in A, and positive real numbers 9 and r such that/(jc0) = 0 and /(Sp/1) n S0(9,r) = 0. Observation 1. Since A is closed under translations and rotations, the definitions above are no more restrictive than if we assume that arbitrarily located sectors are omitted.
Observation 2. Completely accessible -» accessible; accessible -> locally accessible if SpA is locally compact; and accessible -» completely accessible if A is a Banach algebra. Theorem 1. A point x0 G SpA is a peak point for A iff x0 is completely accessible.
Proof. Suppose / G A and / peaks at x0. Then (/-\)(x0) = 0 and (/-I)(SpA) n S0(v7,1) = 0. Therefore x0 is completely accessible. Assume x0 is completely accessible. Let / G A such that f(x0) = 0 and f(SpA) n S0(9,r) = 0. We will construct A G A such that A peaks at x0. Let r¡ E (Q,r/2) and note that f(z) = r¡/(r¡ -z) satisfies /(0) = 1, |/(z)| < l/sin(0/2) for z not in S(9, r), and |/(z)| < rj(s -r¡) for zíi, and /; < i. Here A5 = (z G C: |z| < i}. We now refer the reader to the proof of Theorem 11.1 on p. 52 of [2] . In order to avoid confusion, please note that we are not applying Theorem 11.1 but, rather, indicating how the construction in the proof of that theorem may be used to construct a function which peaks at x0. If a function A is constructed as in that proof, using M = l/sin(#/2), c = \,Fn = A1/n, and hn(z) = rj(rn -z) for an appropriate rn in (0,r), then the function h = (1 -s) 2o° JJ'^;> defined on C -S0(9,r), satisfies A(0) = 1 and |A| < 1 on C-S(9,r). Moreover, the partial sums (1 -s) 2"=o sJ^j are holomorphic on a neighborhood oí f (SpA). Since these partial sums converge uniformly to A on C -S0(9,r) which contains f(SpA), we have A/ G A. Since hf peaks at x0, x0 is a peak point for A. Observation 3. A point x0 E SpA is locally accessible if x0 is a local peak point. We do not know if the converse is true in general. For Banach algebras, it follows from Theorems 1 and 2.
Observation 4. Since the example in [3] shows that local peak points need not be peak points, we see on the basis of Theorem 1 and Observation 1 that points which are locally accessible need not be completely accessible. The following theorem shows, however, that local accessibility implies accessibility.
Theorem 2. If a point xQ in SpA is locally accessible with angle 9, then for any e > 0 Xq is accessible with angle 9 -e.
The proof consists of constructing a function g G A such that g(Sp^n) n S0(9 -e,rn) = 0. The function g will be defined as the limit of a sequence {g¡} such that g¡ E A¡. This sequence is defined inductively. To defineg¡, SpA¡ is mapped into C"' by a function <I>(. The Cousin problem is solved in C"' to obtain a function g~¡ which omits a sector. The function g¡ is then multiplied by a function of the form exp(z, 2¡ F/X where/? is a polynomial chosen to force the sequence {g¡ = g~¡ exp(z, 2í/',■)} to converge and retain the property of omitting sectors.
Proof. Choose a sequence {e,} of positive real numbers such that 2?° e, < e/2. We suppose that h¡, i = 1, ..., k, are such that hi G A, h¡(x0) = 0 and A,(t/) n S0(9, oo) = 0 where U = {x G SpA: \h¡{x)\ < 2,i = 2,..., k}. Note that there is no loss in generality in assuming hx(U) omits an unbounded sector S0(9, oo). Define $0: Sp,4 -* Ck by $0(x) = (hx(x),..., hk(x)). Choose an open set Win C such that logz, (z, is the first coordinate function in CO has a continuous branch on W n A and $0(Sp^) C W U A. In this paper we will always assume 0 < Im(logz,) < 27r. The symbol A will be used to denote the unit polydisc in Ck.
In what follows, we will use Hnm, n > m, to denote the projection of Cn onto its first m coordinates. Choose hk+x, ... follows, whenever a function / whose domain is in C' is treated as a function on a subset of C'+J, it will be assumed that we are referring to the function /o U'i+J. This multiple use of the symbol for a function seems preferable to expressions such as g, n"'+1, which would otherwise become necessary. Define a polynomial polyhedron Q'l+X in C"'+l by Q'l+X = {z: \q¡(z)\ < 1,/ = 1,..., n). Note that %+x(SpA,) C Q'l+X and tr"';'Q',+x C Q¡. Recall that g/+1exp(z, 2 /»,)(***" -er,/'+') < e/+, on 4>/+1(Sp^/).
Hence, Since A,(x0) = 0, there is a neighborhood V of x0 in SpA such that on V n SpAn, |A,|< 1 and largexp^g," + 2f/»/))*")! < «A Here we are considering the range of arg to be (-n,ir\. Since hx(U) n S0(9, oo) = 0, we have g"$"(i/ n V n Sp¿") n So(0 -e/2, oo) = (z, exp^z, (g," + 2 /,,.) ) )$"({/ n F n Sp^fJ n S0(9 -e/2, oo) = 0. Now, on Sp/ln n V, g = gno \txp{hx _2 (/>"+,-/"+,))<*>"+,.
Moreover |(A+/ -/"+I)$B+<| < en+i; so |2?° (/>"+,--/"+,)*"+, I < e/2. Recalling that | A, | < 1 on V, we have / °° Me argexp^A, 2 (p"+i ~ fn+i)\+i)\ < 2 on S?A>> n V' Since gn$n(i/ n V n Spv4") n S0(ö -e/2, 00) = 0, we have g(L/ n K n SpAn) n so(0 -e, 00) = 0.
Since g is zero only at x0, we have 0 G g(Sp/l" -£/ n K). Since the last set is compact, there is a rn > 0 such that |g| > rn on Sp/ln -C/ n V. We have g(Sp^ln) n S0(9 -e,r") = 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
Corollary.
If A is a uniform algebra and xQ is locally accessible, then x0 is a peak point for A.
Proof. Theorem 2 and Observation 1 imply x0 is completely accessible. Using Theorem 1, we conclude x0 is a peak point for A.
